
SWEET WATERMELON
Ripe, juicy, sunset pink, thirst quenching, real!
Simply doesn't get any better.

LORIE VALLEY PEACH
Lightly peach with blushing delicious
astringency enhancing a Ti Kuan Yin Oolong.

J'ADORE MANGO
Remember the taste of a ripe yellow mango -
the center of it? No wonder J'Adore!

GOJI BERRY
Super taste tending lightly fruit sweet with a
classic floral oolong finish. 

EARL GREY DECAF
A bright and full flavor cup with excellent Earl
Grey notes from natural oil of bergamot.

ENGLISH BREAKFAST DECAF
A full-bodied tea with a cup tending bright,
being consistent with high quality tea.
ORANGE SPICE DECAF
Smooth delicious character with superb orange
flavor, enhanced with spicy cinnamon notes.
PEACH APRICOT DECAF
Sweet character with smooth and intense peach
apricot flavor. Astringent with full bodied taste.

As a hot tea it is refreshing and lively, as an
iced tea – Ooh la la! – need we say more!

SENDAI LEMON GREEN DECAF

ENGLISH FAVORITES

A chocolate lover's paradise with Cocoa truffle
notes heightened with cocoa bean pieces.

FLORIDA ORANGE

RAINBOW
The flavor profile of this tea is a pot of gold.
A terrific fruit medley with Amaretto notes.

BOURBON STREET VANILLA
Fruity with sweet notes. Vanilla flavoring gives
the rooibos a wonderful exotic jazzy depth.
**Allergen Alert – Contains Almonds**

BELGIAN CHOCOLATE

Memories of succulent fresh oranges from roadside
markets in Florida - delightful & fresh.

ROOIBOS [CAFFEINE FREE]

DECAF

CREAM EARL GREY
A must for the avid Earl Grey tea drinker! Our Earl Grey
mellowed with a delicious creamy taste.

ENGLISH BREAKFAST
A perfect breakfast tea with body and full flavor.

BUCKINGHAM PALACE GARDEN PARTY
Flavory with medium body. Delicate Earl Grey &
Jasmine notes with a golden coppery color.

OOLONG

TEA  M E N U

CHAI

VANILLA CHAI
Creamy Madagascar vanilla notes dance with
tingling Malabar Coast spices. A lively ginger
finish is accentuated by candy cardamom.

DECAF CHAI
Robust and full flavored with an intoxicating
masala spice character.

Flavory, summer sweet strawberry & papaya
pieces make a wonderfully smooth green tea.

LONG ISLAND STRAWBERRY

LEMON
A pleasant blend of tart lemon with the
sweetness of green tea.

BLUEBERRY PIE
Sweet and tangy. Wild blueberry notes
accentuated with full body green gunpowder.

BOHEMIAN RASPBERRY
Ooh-la-la refreshing raspberry with smooth
green tea notes.

GREEN

MINT
Refreshing cool mint flavor in a green tea. A
delicious and heady combination.

NIGHT OF THE IGUANA CHOCOLATE CHAI
Seasonal Malabar Coast spices with sweet
caramel come to the fore leading to a sensuous
Belgian chocolate finish.
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ALMOND AMARETTO BISCOTTI
Memories of St. Marks Square in Venice, opens with the
goodness notes of rooibos with sweet Italian Amaretto.

EARL GREY
An unbelievable aroma that portends an unbelievable
taste. We have been told repeatedly: 'This is the best Earl
Grey I have ever tasted!'

SEE OTHER SIDE



BLACK TEAS
BLACK TEAS

MOUNTAIN HUCKLEBERRY

WILD BLACKBERRY

POMEGRANATE SAN FRANCISCO
Pomegranate with hints of vanilla & sprinkled          
with dashes of fruit with a dry character.

RASPBERRY
The full raspberry character. Try adding a
pinch of sugar to accentuate the flavor.

STRAWBERRY DAIQUIRI
Memories of sweet juicy strawberries intermingled
with creamy coconut. 
**Allergen Alert – Contains Coconut**

Imagine fresh cream cascading over hand-
picked strawberries! A delectable tea!

STRAWBERRY SHORTCAKE

VANILLA CREAM
A delicious synergy between high grown tea, rich
fresh vanilla, and a lovely cream character.

Huckleberry is a flavory wild berry with full berry
fruitiness and mountain freshness.

PECAN TART
Astringent & dry character reminiscent of Louisiana
pecans & sweet white chocolate.

PINA COLADA
Reminiscent of a fresh pina colada with hints of
coconut and pineapple. 
**Allergen Alert – Contains Coconut**

APPLE CRUNCH
Distinctive apple character with mellow notes
of cream. A tea to savor.

BOYSENBERRY
The flavorful boysenberry is captured well with
delicate hints of sweetness.

CARAMEL CHERRY CHEESECAKE
Sweet creamy caramel flavor note that are
nicely accentuated with hints of cherry.
**Allergen Alert – Contains Milk and Soy**

LICORICE
Made with natural licorice oil perfectly captures
the subtleties of freshly processed licorice. Piquant, sweet and berry best describes this tea.

Try it with a touch of honey for a special treat.

Fresh, piquant mango character with
memories of happy days in the sun.

MANGO MIST

HAZELNUT VANILLA
Heady Madagascar vanilla flavor highlights the
exotic Turkish hazelnut extract.

IRISH CREAM
This tea really captures the sweet creaminess of
Irish Cream. A spot of milk opens up the flavor.

COOKIES & CREAM
Excellent creamy character with beguiling maple
& honey notes. Sprinkled chocolate notes.

CRANBERRY
Full flavored and pungent with a saucy
cranberry character.

GINGER PEACH
The piquant and spicy character of ginger is
mellowed with the sweet character of peaches.

BLUEBERRY
Intoxicating blueberry aroma and sprightly full
flavor of the tiny wild blueberry.

TEA  M E N U

Bursting with mango flavor that melds seamlessly
with the green tea.

MATCHA

MANGO

ENGLISH BREAKFAST
Phenomenal garden fresh taste. Have tea
served at a tea estate.

EARL GREY
Bright bergamot layered over smooth notes of malt.
Pleasant astringency with creamy mouth feel.

VANILLA
Makes me feel good. Delicious notes of
bourbon vanilla on a very smooth green tea.

MAPLE BLUEBERRY
Intoxicating blueberry aroma overflows from the
cup, tempered with caramel notes of maple.
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